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LIEBHERR Type LHM 320 MOBILE HARBOUR CRANE

Liebherr Type LHM 320 Two-rope version, SECOND HAND with a max. lifting capacity of

104 tonnes, Serial number 140.200 Manufactured 1999

EQUIPPED AS FOLLOWS:

Two (2) rope configuration with one double winch with 104 tons lifting capacity on the ropes

Multi-axle prolonged undercarriage, 16 independent and steerable axle sets

Double Supporting plates (8x 5.5m x 2,3m)

Diesel hydraulic drive system Mercedes-Benz diesel engine, 604KW at 1900 rpm with

approximately 9100 hours
One (1) Remote-controlled rotator, SWL 100 to, 55 kW, 2 ropes

All Controls for cable drum, rotator, spreader and motor grab operation (1x37145155 kW Soft

start)
Litronic control system with integrated fault finding system with monitor

Cable and Cable-drum (50m) for auxiliary power supply

Crane lighting 5 halogen flood lights

Generator of 200 kVA, 400V, Sph, 50Hz

Electrical pre-heating (current supply by connection to harbour network, 230V, 50Hz) for diesel

engine and hydraulic tank
Automatic centralised greasing system for the main components

Full function upper and lower cabin

Stereo/radio recorder in upper cabin

Air conditioning installed in upper cabin

Telephone for communication in and on the crane and all preferred rooms (cabin, engine room,

switch cabinet, etc.,)

Public address system with gooseneck microphone, amplifier and loud speaker

TV system in colour, camera with zoom on jib and monitor in tower cabin

Wind speed indicator

Painting; undercarriage standard anthracite RAL 7016, machinery house light blue colour 18

code E51 , tower light blue colour 18 code E51, jib and cabins white colour 10 code B15,

GSM — Modern for data-transfer (SIM — card has to be provided by the Purchaser
Datalogger

Delivery of crane, lncoterms 2000, as standing complete

assembled

The sale price for one (1) Crane SECOND HAND complete with equipment and services specified

POA
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1 MAIN DATA

1.1 Load Tables

1.1.1 Load Capacity Chart

The table below covers the maximum allowable gross load * on the ropes.

Radius Hook operation Motor grab

Utilisation oftipping moment operation

(75 %)

(m) (to) (to)
10.5 - 16 104.0 43.3

17 104.0 43.3

18 102.7 43.3

19 94.9 43.3

20 88.1 43.3

21 82.1 43.3

22 76.8 43.3

23 72.0 43.3

24 67.8 43.3

25 64.0 43.3

26 60.5 43.0

27 57.3 40.7

28 54.4 38.7

29 51.8 36.8

30 49.3 35.1

31 47.1 33.5

32 45.0 32.0

33 43.0 30.6

34 41.2 29.3

35 39.5 28.1

36 37.9 27.0

37 36.4 25.9

38 35.0 24.9

39 33.7 24.0

40 32.4 23.0

41 31.3 22.3

42 30.1 21.4

43 29.1 20.7

110: 1 000 kg: 2 204 lbs.

* = The weight of the lifting device (hook block, shackle etc.) must be deducted from the gross
lifting capacity to obtain a net lifting value.

The crane is equipped in 2-rope configuration
(104 tonnes lifting capacity NLG 52 tonnes / HLG 104 tonnes).
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1.1.2 Travelling Window

The table below shows the travelling window with used axle sets.

(slew angle = 0‘)

The boom is positioned over
front part of undercarriage

Load Minimum Maximum

on ropes radius radius

(to) (m) (m)

15 24.2 28.4
14 24.5 29.8
12 24.9 32.7
10 25.4 36.0
8 25.9 40.0
6 26.4 43.0
4 27.0 43.0
2 27.8 43.0
0 28.6 43.0

1.2 Operating Speeds

rear part of undercarriage
(slew angle = 180‘)

Load Minimum Maximum

on ropes radius radius

(to) (m) (m)

omacnmomam
AAAAAAAAA

9.09.53.09.09?mmcncncncncncno-i@NPFnf‘P‘JFnFnNomoooomow-b-LLOOOONNAAAA

- 100 percent infinitely variable speed control from zero to maximum speed
- electronic-controlled acceleration and retardation, in order to avoid shocks to crane

and load and to enable smoother speed control

- automatic power output regulators
- slewing, luffing, hoisting can be operated simultaneously at max. speed

Hoisting / Lowering

Slewing

Slewing range

0 - 15 m/min with 104.0 tonne
0 - 30 m/min with 52.0 tonne

0 - 36 m/min with 40.0 tonne

0 - 51 m/min with 26.0 tonne
0 - 90 m/min with 13.0 tonne

0 - 1.6 RPM
(max. speed boom head 220 m/min)

360°unlimited

- 55 sec with full load from max.
to min. working radius (theoretical without

ac- and deceleration )
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Travelling
- 36 m/min average horizontal speed
0 - 5.4 km/h without load

Max. inclination in transversal direction 2 % without load, during travelling
Max. inclination in longitudinal direction 5 % without load, during travelling
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Turning radius inner 0 m
incl. supporting pads outer 15.7 m

Tail swing radius 6.5 m

1.3 Weights

Total weight of crane
(including counten/veight)

approx. 345 tonne

Counterweight 80 tonne

1.4 Main Dimensions

Support base 13.6 m x 12.2 m
Standard size of supporting pads 8 x 5.5 m x 2.3 m

Overall width without supporting pads 6.0 m
Overall width with supporting pads

and swung in outriggers 11.2 m
Overall width in travel position

and swung out outriggers 15.9 m

Overall length of undercarriage 23.9 m
Overall width of undercarriage 6.0 m

Length of boom (centre shaves) 44.6 m
Overall height (top oftower) 31.0 m
Height of boom fulcrum 16.9 m
Cab height (eye-level) 23.0 m

Max. hoisting height (measured at crane rope socket)
Above quay at minimum radius 45 m
Above quay at maximum radius 30 m
Below quay 15 m

Number of winches
Diameter of hoisting rope
Diameter of shaves at boom head
Ratio between diameter of
hoisting rope and shaves
Diameter of rope drum
Ratio between diameter

1 double winch

48 mm

1000 mm

1:208

1100 mm

1:229
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of rope and drum

Number of axle sets

Axle sets driven

Axle sets steerable

No. of tyres
Tyres
Tyres pressure

16
5

all
4 per axle set
285/70 R 19.5
10 bar max.
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1.5 Environmental Conditions

Ambient temperature -20°C to +45°C
Humidity (relative) 97 %
Max. wind speed in operation 20 m/s
Max. wind speed out ofoperation 42 m/s
Max wind speed during travelling 14 m/s

For wind speed exceeding 42m/s the boom head must be lowered down to ground.

1.6 Requirements on Quay

During crane operation and driving, the following pressures are relevant (calculations based on
standard size supporting plates). Crane has double pads not standard

Assumed Conditions:

normal

extreme
all static loads are included
all static loads and dynamic factors are included

normal

extreme

Max. axle set loading
(2 axle sets = 1 axle line)

approx. 21.5 tonne
approx. 26.0 tonne

Max. corner loading:
75 %

utilisation oftipping moment

static - boom 45 degree 209.3 tonne
boom 90 degree 184.5 tonne

dynamic - boom 45 degree 225.2 tonne
(excl. wind) boom 90 degree 186.8 tonne

dynamic - boom 45 degree 243.5 tonne
(incl. wind) boom 90 degree 193.6 tonne

Max. area pressure:
Supporting pads 75 %
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2 x 5,5m x 2,3m utilisation oftipping moment

static - boom 45 degree 0.83 kg/cm2
boom 90 degree 0.73 kg/cm2

dynamic - boom 45 degree 0.89 kg/cm2

(excl. wind) boom 90 degree 0.74 kg/cm2

dynamic - boom 45 degree 0.96 kg/cm2

(incl. wind) boom 90 degree 0.77 kg/cm2

Remark: 1 kg/cm2 = 10 tonne/m2
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1.7 Drive System

Prime mover
Make
Type
Combustion system
Number of cylinder
Cooling system
Output on the drive shaft
Max. torque
Average consumption
Fuel tank capacity

Starter

Output
Dynamo
Nominal current
Voltage

1.8 Hydraulic oil

Required hydraulic oil, quantity

Oil cooling

1.9 Lighting

Appropriate illumination is foreseen. in

Floodlight type
Position

Diesel Engine
MERCEDES BENZ
OM 444 LA
Diesel
12

water
approx. 605 kW at 1900 rpm
3260 Nm at 1000-1600 rpm
198 g/kWh
8000 l

Bosch, QB
9 kW
Bosch
140 Amp
24 V

approx. 1500 litres
according table of lubricant

The hydraulic driven oil cooler is
located in the machinery room,

cooling medium is fresh air

- machinery room
- switch cabinet room

- cabins
- at ascent to the crane

high pressure halogen

~ four at the boom
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Rating (per floodlight)

- one at the tower

1000W-230V

Ascent from tower cabin is provided with battery-buffered 24 VDC emergency illumination.

Two warning lights (at undercarriage) and a ringing bell when travelling are standard scope of

supply.
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1.10 Heating

Heating of driver's cabins (tower cabin 4 kW, lower cabin 2 kW)
Heating of switch cabinet room (1 x 2 kW)
Standstill heating of slipring collector, switch cabinet
Total installed heating capacity approx. 10 kW.

Heating ofthe hydraulic tank ( 1.4 kW)
Preheating of cooling water via heating spiral (2 kW)

1.11 Group classification of crane and components

Authorities, Regulations F.E.M., DIN, VDE, VDI, IEC, ISO

Classification of crane as a Whole in appliance groups

Crane

group

Standard load operation SWL < 52 tonne A6
Heavy load operation SWL > 52 tonne A3
Grab operation A?

Classification of individual mechanisms as a Whole

Mechanism

group
Hoisting gear

normal heavy load
Winch 1 X 104 tonne MT (52to) M3 (104to)

Luffing gear M6
Slewing gear M6
Travelling gear M4
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2 DESCRIPTION

2.1 General Information and Operation Possibilities

The Diesel-hydraulic Mobile Harbour Crane, type LHM 320 Litronic® features:

* Litronic electronic control system
* load and weight indication integrated into the Litronic® control

system
* star-shaped support base assuring maximum stability in any

situation
* diesel-hydraulic power concept is independent of power supply
* spring loaded, hydraulically released multiple-disc brakes for

hoisting, slewing and travelling
* continuously variable speed control from zero to max. speed
* operation ofall three crane motions simultaneously
* automatic power regulator for hoisting
* closed hydraulic circuits

2.2 General Arrangement

The crane consists of following main constructional groups:

* Undercarriage (chassis) with star-shaped supporting system
* Slewing platform (machinery house) with counterweight
* Tower structure
* Boom
* Basic equipment

2.2.1 The Undercarriage

The undercarriage is a multi-axle special Liebherr Mobile Harbour Crane chassis whereby all

axle sets are steerable.
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A special Liebherr feature is the very solid propping system with four swing out arms forming a
cruciform propping configuration.

Access to Crane

One stair at the front and one stair at the rear ofthe undercarriage provide access to the crane.

The Propping System

The four hinged swing arms form the main body of the cruciform propping configuration
together with hydraulically operated control cylinders and jack-up rams. The horizontal and the

vertical movements are activated through solenoids either individually or in pairs.

The propping system can be operated alternatively from the tower cabin or the slewing platform

cabin. Adjacent to the operating switches a level gauge enables the operator to set the crane to
horizontal.
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The Supporting Pads

The Mobile Harbour crane is operated with double plates gimbal mounted via a transversal
beam on each ofthe four jack-up rams.

Travelling Gear

Five of the axle sets are driven. These axle sets are powered by hydraulic motors which are

directly flanged onto it. The power source is the central power pack with the transmission

arranged through a rotary transmitter mounted within the central pedestal.

Axle sets

The crane is equipped with 16 axle sets. Each one is fitted with a pair oftwin tyres. All axle sets

are steerable and have level compensation. The driven axle sets are fitted out with differential
equalisers.

Axle Set Suspension

The axle sets are hydraulically suspended by cylinders whereby they are connected
hydraulically together to groups.

Steering

The undercarriage steering and drive system allows the crane to perform several steering

modes. Driving in longitudinal, diagonal or transversal direction, performing of conventional
curves or slewing on the spot is possible and provided as standard. The steering is done by
hydraulic motors and is electronically controlled.
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Travelling

To move from one quay section to another, all controls can be operated from either the tower

cabin or the driver's cabin. Travelling can be done in both directions. The travelling ensues with
a masterswitch. The masterswitch-signal is two-stage progressive.

Brakes

All driven axle sets are equipped with a hydraulic multiple-disk brake used as holding brake

only.

The operational braking is a hydraulic braking which is achieved by simply returning the master
lever to neutral position.

Automatic Centr_al Greasing Svstem

The undercarriage except for the axle sets is equipped with an automatic central greasing

system. Each axle set has its own central greasing system.
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2.2.2 Slewing Platform (Machinery House)

The slewing platform accommodates the diesel-hydraulic power pack, together with driving
gears, the switch and control compartment, the driver's cabin, the counterweight and the base

ofthe tower.

Machineg House

The front part of the slewing platform contains the diesel-hydraulic power pack. In the

machinery house is a socket for 230V 50 Hz. The roof contains the coolers and noise dampers.

Middle section and Winch Frame

The middle part of the slewing platform accommodates the heel section of the tower, the

slewing gears and the switch cabinet room. The rear part is taken up by the double winch frame
and the counterweights.

The switch cabinet room and the winch room are sound insulated.

Crane Oberator's Cab on Platform

The control stand is identical with the control stand ofthe tower cabin.

Electric Switch Compartment

It is placed on the right side of the slewing platform and contains programmable control,

automatic control and other electric equipment. The free height inside the switch compartment
is more than 2 meters. In the electric switch gear cabinet is also installed an operation hours
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counter meter. Protection class of electric switch gear cabinets is IP 54.

Slewing Bearing

An internal geared triple row roller bearing of make LIEBHERR connecting the slewing platform

with the undercarriage allows for unlimited rotation in both directions.

Power Pack

The crane drive is diesel-hydraulic with 2 variable displacement axial piston pumps for hoisting

gear which can be switched to travelling gear and one variable displacement axial piston pump
for slewing gear. Hoisting gear and slewing gear are operated through closed hydraulic circuits.
One variable displacement axial piston pump for boom Iuffing gear. Luffing gear is also closed
hydraulic circuit. Furthermore additional pumps for steering, feed pressure, control pressure,

operation of outrigger devices, oil cooler drive and generator, etc.. All motions are power
controlled.

Controls

Control of all working movements is made electric-electronically by means oftwo self-centring
hand-levers. All crane motions are infinitely variable by modulating the axial piston pumps by

corresponding movement ofthe hand levers.

Following motions can be operated simultaneously: hoisting, Iuffing, and slewing. Travelling is

an individual operation.
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Hoisting Gear for Cranes Tvpe LHM 320

Variable displacement axial piston motors driving a double rope drum of grooved type with one
layer of rope, with built-in planetary gear running in oil-bath, spring loaded and hydraulically

released multiple-disc brakes acting as holding brakes.

A slack rope prevention device is mounted on the winch frame. To prevent excessive wear the
hoisting wire operates in one single layer with three safety windings when fully winded off.

By reeving the ropes 3-fold between tower- and boom head, a horizontal load path during
topping of boom is achieved.

Slewing Gear

The crane is equipped with 3 planetary gears with pinion, spring loaded dry multiple-disc brake
as holding brake and axial piston motor. Braking of movements is done without any wear and
tear via closed hydraulic circuit.

Automatic Central Greasing Svstem

The slewing platform is equipped with an automatic central greasing system to minimise

maintenance work.

2.2.3 Tower

Access
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Lighted winding stairs inside the tower to tower cab with handrail, toeboards, and landing with

railing at cabin level. The boom and cylinder fulcrum is accessible to maintenance through
ascent platforms.

Crane Oberator's Cab on Tower

The tower cabin is installed laterally to the tower. Access is provided via winding stairs

arranged inside the tower. A vertical ladder with back-protection goes inside ofthe tower to the
maintenance platform at the tower top. The cab is equipped with all-round safety glazing. All
windows are tinted. Front and roof screen are with adjustable coloured sun-visor, parts of the
side windows are top-hinged. Driver's seat, screen wipers and washer and air conditioning
allowthe operator to work in all climatic environments.

All crane motions can be operated simultaneously from this cabin. In addition, all other

movements, i.e. travelling, steering and outrigger operation can be performed from this cabin.
In the cabin is a socket for 230 V 50 Hz.

Television Monitoring Svstem - C0|0l£

To assist the crane operator working in hatches or in ship cells the crane is equipped with a

colour television camera installed on the boom tip and a monitor placed in the tower-cabin. The
camera is equipped with zoom and focus controlled by the operator.

Automatic Centr_al Greasing Svstem

The tower will be equipped with an automatic central greasing system to minimise maintenance

work.
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2.2.4 Boom

The boom is of lattice construction featuring three main chords and consisting of 3 sections
(fulcrum section, intermediate piece, boom head). The boom sections are connected with
flanges. The top of the boom can be laid down on the ground. During luffing in/out the
hook/load moves virtually along a horizontal path. The boom is adjusted via a double acting
hydraulic cylinder.

Automatic Central Greasind Svstem

The boom is equipped with an automatic central greasing system to minimise maintenance

Work.

2.3. Lifting Attachments

Rotator. Peiner Disk 100 L. 100 tons SWL 100 tonnes. selfweiqht 3.6 tonnes

In order to enable positioning of loads in any direction without using assisting personnel a

rotator is used. The hook rotator is equipped with slewing drive system including electric motor,
hydraulic pump/motor and gear to enable unlimited slewing controlled by the operator in one of
the cabins.
In addition the rotator is fitted with a slipring unit and plugging devices for power supply and

control for spreader, motor grab or other load lifting devices.
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The following controls are provided on the cranes control stand;

pushbutton "LOCK TWISTLOCKS"
pushbutton "UNLOCK TWISTLOCKS"
pushbutton "COMPENSATE ECCENTRICITY TO DIRECTION WHITE"
pushbutton "COMPENSATE ECCENTRICITY TO DIRECTION BLACK"
pushbutton "TELESCOPE RETRACT"
pushbutton "TELESCOPE EXPAND"
pushbutton "GREEN FLIPPER DOWN"
pushbutton "RED FLIPPER DOWN"
pushbutton "BLACK FLIPPER DOWN"
pushbutton "WHITE FLIPPER DOWN"
pushbutton "ALL FLIPPERS UP"

indication "TWISTLOCKS LOCKED"
indication "TWISTLOCKS UNLOCKED"
indication "ECCENTRICITY TO DIRECTION WHITE"
indication "ECCENTRICITY TO DIRECTION BLACK"
indication "SPREADER LANDED"

To allow electrical connection of a spreader there is a socket outlet on the rotator.

Power supply and control ofthe motor grab is via 1 or 2 supply cables (depending on the grab

rating according to below stated table) from a cable reel on top of the cranes boom. Each
supply cable is 36X2,5mm2. Power supply to each grab motor is via several 2,5mm" parallel
conductors. Each single 2,5mm2 power supply conductor is separately fused with a 16 Amp
MCB.
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As the motor grab is supplied from the cranes onboard power supply system, the grab motor is

suitable for 400V, 50 or 60 Hz. Depending on the electrical power rating of the motor grab,
different grab control systems are available as standardised options:

grab motor(s) power grab supply cable
rating supply motor from cable
(SS-40%) frequency starting reel

37 kW 50 Hz DOL 1x (36x2,5mm2)

2.4 Hydraulic

Hydraulic circuits for hoisting, slewing, luffing, steering and travelling gear are independent

closed hydraulic circuits. Independent swash plate type variable displacement pumps drive the
hoist and swing units through axial piston motors. A powerful drive system allows for all
functions to be operated at the same time with max. power on motor.

Hoisting drive is equipped with automatic constant hydraulic power regulators. These units

automatically determine the maximum speed for each load in such a way that the maximum
power consumption remains constant. The crane operator can achieve the maximum speed by
moving the control lever to the max. position. The system selects automatically the maximum
speed, however, any intermediate speed from zero to maximum can be selected.
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2.5 Electrical Data

Onboard Power Supply System

To supply all cranes AC functions during normal crane operation independent from a land

supply, an onboard synchronous generator, driven by the cranes main drive, is provided on the
crane. This onboard power supply system is an autonomous system with no connection to the
land supply. As a standard, the onboard power supply system is designed as follows:

400 V, 50 or 60 Hz, 3 phases + Neutral + Earth
(frequency depending on frequency of available aux. supply)

Generator

A generator with 200 KVA - 400 V, 50 or 60 Hz, 3 ph - IP 43 is installed.

Auxiliary Supply

The crane is fitted for following auxiliary supply:

400 V, 50 Hz, 3 phases + Neutral + Earth

To connect the auxiliary shore supply rated approx. 16 kW, the crane undercarriage is provided

with a 5-pole (3 phases + Neutral + Earth) socket together with a suitable plug.
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Cable Drum for External Auxiliarv Power Subblv

The LHM 320 is equipped with a spring loaded cable drum with 50 m cable tail 5x6mm2 to

connect the auxiliary supply.

Batteries

24 volts DC, 2 batteries 12 V1170 Ah each and 1 charging equipment for batteries.

Safetv Devices / Trouble Indicator

- Dead man type master controllers
- Two step hoist limit switch
- Angle transmitter for luffing limitation
- Wind speed sensor, range 0 - 40 m/sec
- Wind speed indicator, range 0 - 4O m/sec, with audible and visual warning at 25 m/sec
- Electronic safe load device with digital indication of load, radius, max. lilting height above

ground and boom angle.

- In case of power failure and pressure drop in the hydraulic circuit the spring-actioned
hydraulically released brakes close automatically.

- Safety valves in all circuits prevent overloading of crane.
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- Indicating instruments are installed in the tower cabin and the lower cabin.
- Rotating warning lights for crane travelling installed on rear

and front of undercarriage.

- Warning bell for crane travelling.
- Operation hours counter meter installed in the electric switch gear cabinet.

2.6 Communication

Telephone

For communication in and on the crane telephone sockets are installed in tower cabin, lower

cabin, machinery and sWItch rooms and undercarriage.

One head set telephone in tower cabin and one portable plug-in telephone are included in

scope of supply.

Public address svstem

Consisting of goose-neck microphone and amplifier installed in the tower cabin and a marine
type loudspeaker installed outside ofthe tower cabin.

2.7 Certification

The crane is certified with the current certificate expiring

on 28 February 2011
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2.8 Control System Litronic®

LITRONIC® is the sophisticated crane control and management system developed by Liebherr.
The main features of this control system are crane control, load moment limitation and

indication, engine management and visualisation ofthe whole crane state with a large, contrast
display. A complete error management system is implemented for fast localising errors.

LITRONIC® is a modular system, which consists of a high performance central processing unit

with VME-bus and several decentralised located lnput-lOutput-modules. All these lO-modules
are linked together with a CANbus (Controller Area Network bus) performing digitised data
transmission. Only one cable is needed for this connection, so the wiring is extremely reduced.
All components are designed to work in a wide temperature range and are shock proved as

well as resistant against humidity.

The integrated monitoring system indicates all important states of the crane like actual load,
radius, utilisation, motor-revolution, errors, etc. on a large display. With the assistance of the

additional test-system it is very easy to find occurred errors, especially because each system
error (with time and date of occurrence) is stored in a non volatile memory.
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Standard features ofthe controlling system are:

* data logger PDE (data recording system) with PC-memory-card (PCMOIA)
and printer,

machine data recording MDE
modem for long-distance

- monitoring ofthe crane state (same functionality as on crane
itself)

- diagnosis and services,

- data transmission of process or machine data and
- download of software-updates
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2.8.1 Control and Operation Instruments in the Cabin:

Joy stick controls

- Master Controller (left)
slewing-luffing ItraVel forwardfbackward

controller for load rotating device
controller for load balancing spreader

push button horn
Dead Man button

- Master Controller (right)
hoisting / steering - grab op. - twistlock op.

flipper/twistlock controls

push button load speaker

Dead Man button

General Control equipment

- emergency stop
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- ignition and push button for start/stop diesel engine
- pre selection and push button for serv ice operation
- pre selection and push button for bypassing slackrope
- pre selection and push button for bypassing LML
- push button boom down operation
- push button manual cable reel operation
- push button automatic cable reel operation
- push button engine speed

Control equipment for crane

and optional rotatorlgrablspreader operation:

- push button for hook operation

- push button for rotator operation (option)
- push button for rotator free-turn (option)

- push button for motor grab operation (option)

- push button for four rope grab operation (option)

- various push buttons for spreader operation (option)

Control equipment for travelling:

- push button trav elling
- push button side trav elling
- push buttons pre selection outrigger arms
- push buttons mov ing outrigger arms
- push buttons supporting up/down

Lighting, heating and other controls:

- push button access lighting
- push button trav elling lights undercarriage

- push buttons flood light tower cabin lboom
- push button brace lighting

- push buttons for interval/continuous screen wiper
- push buttons for water pump screen wiper
- push buttons camera zoom (option)

- push buttons focus of camera (option)
- control button ventilator cabin
- control button heating cabin

Crane mode indication on monitor:

- crane operation in following modes
hook normal/heavy load

rotator normal/heavy load
spreader operation
motor grab operation
boom down operation

- trav el operation in following modes
normal/side travel

- electric group
- hydraulic group
- engine group
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General indication on monitor:

- indication of load on ropes
- indication of max. permissible load
- indication of hook radius and boom angle
- indication of utilisation
- indication of relativ e hook position
- indication for Werload pre warning and warning buzzer
- indication for ov erload and warning buzzer

- indication for w ind speed and warning buzzer
- indication for engine speed

- indication offuel tank content
- indication of luboil pressure

- indication of engine cool water temperature
- indication of cool water level
- indication of air filters clogged
- indication of hydr. oil temperature

- indication of hydr. tank minimum
- indication ofgearbox temperature
- indication of winch gearbox temperature
- indication of pressure filters clogged

- indication of flowback filters clogged
- indication offeed pressure 6 bar
- indication of working pressure ov er 100%
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- indication of position superstructure
- indication of generator v alues

voltage/current/frequency

- indication of battery v oltage
- indication ofgenerator temperature

- indication of phase guard control
- indication of motor protection switch
- indication of slackrope
- indication of hook upper/lower limit
- indication of boom upper/lower limit

- indication of status tw istlock
- indication of plunger

Error indication at monitor:

- automatic guidance to sensor in error mode


